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Wireless MOBOTIX Cameras Protect Millenary
Church In Liège Against Theft And Vandalism
One of the oldest churches in Belgium, located in

Thefts, vandalism and indecent

MOBOTIX’ cameras were selected by One Telecom

Liège, is La Collégiale Saint-Denis. It was founded

behavior as drivers for (wireless) PLC

(www.onetelecomconnect.com).

in 987. To protect the numerous art treasures in the

powerline carrier camera monitoring

collegiate church from theft and vandalism and to

Philippe Vliegen, warden of La Collégiale Saint-Denis,

avoid indecent behavior in this millenary church the

explains: “In the past our church, which is open for the

wardens decided to install cameras. With the help

public 24/7, had to deal with thefts, acts of vandalism

from One Telecom and under juridical supervision

and indecent behavior. To put this to a stop, the church

to avoid damage to the precious church, 8 MOBOTIX

fabric decided to install cameras. However, this had

cameras were installed in September 2014. Thanks to

to be done with uttermost caution, as our church

the decentralized concept of MOBOTIX, the cameras

and its treasures are very valuable.

could be networked over power-line carrier (CPL).
This would not have been possible with the classical
centralized concept used in traditional camera systems.
Especially the altarpiece (retable) needed protection,
as it is a unique piece and one of the best preserved
in Belgium. The retable is made of polychromic wood
sculptures which can easily be cracked. The altarpiece
was recently renovated with the financial support
of the King Baudouin Foundation (an independent,
pluralistic foundation working in Belgium and at a
European and international level which seeks to change
society for the better and invests in inspiring projects)
and under the supervision of the Royal Institute for
Cultural Heritage (Institut Royal du Patrimoine
Artistique, IRPA).

Specifications of the installation
process
In September 2014 8 MOBOTIX cameras were wirelessly
installed. The different types installed are: Q25M Sec
D12 (D12 Day sensor, Hemispheric Wide Angle of 12mm,
a hemispherical dome camera for indoor and outdoor
use. It is possible to survey a complete room (360°) with
only this one camera), the compact S15D FlexMount

There were no holes to be drilled and no cables to be

(a universally deployable, easy concealable video

seen. The installation process had to be conducted

system with a highly detailed resolution of up to ten

under the juridical supervision of the Royal Institute

megapixels. The fully weatherproof IP camera has two

for Cultural Heritage.”

miniature sensor modules, which are each connected

The church fabric wanted an cableless solution
with intelligent cameras and a back-up system.
They actively looked for the best fitted partner to
lead this project. Philippe Vliegen met Amit Ram, the
CEO of One Telecom, at the Salon des Mandataires, a
yearly fair in Marche-en-Famenne. Philippe Vliegen
explained the problems and Mr. Ram proposed a

to the camera housing with a two-meter cable. Thanks
to the hemispheric dual lens, two separate rooms can
be secured simultaneously without any blind spots)
and S15M (a mono hemispheric camera for concealed
installation, with integrated on-board sensor and
suitable for mounting behind a wall or ceiling. Robust
and maintenance-free, without moving parts).

solution - including cameras, computer network

Unlike conventional analog and digital video security

connections and IT solution - to meet the church

systems, with the decentralized MOBOTIX concept a

fabric’s requirements.

high-speed computer, and a digital memory is built
into every camera for long-term recording. The PC
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Real Time Monitoring In The Sacristy
or video control center is required only to view and

There were led lights installed in the church zones

are being stored on the NAS and can be consulted

digitally control the cameras, not to evaluate and

that were identified earlier as particularly vulnerable.

by the authorities or authorized people at any time.

record video. Each MOBOTIX system can be flexibly

A perimeter around the vulnerable zones was created

expanded thanks to the decentralized system concept.

to enable the detection of people approaching the

This also means that no additional investments besides

precious objects. Now, should a person come too

purchasing new cameras are required, such as recording

close to these objects, an alarm is activated.

devices or software licenses.

Discouraging for vandals,
encouraging for the church fabric
The church wardens are very pleased with the solution, that goes beyond their expectations. “Only a

Furthermore, all the entrances of the church are

few days after the installation, the registered images

A power line connection and a network-attached

now being filmed and thanks to facial recognition

could identify different uncivilized acts. Besides of

storage (NAS) system were deployed also. The

the police can identify suspects.

the fact the implementation process went smoothly

electrical board was customized to enable working
on the same network.

In the sacristy the images of all cameras are monitored
in real time. All the images filmed by the cameras

and without causing damage to our precious church,
in the meantime the installation of the cameras has a
proven dissuading effect on potential criminal offences,”
concludes Philippe Vliegen.
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